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Chapter 321 

All the people are looking at Yun Yiming, and they seem to be surprised by his arrival. 

When he saw Yun Yiming, he didn't stop until he got to the picture of Yunzhou. He stood there quietly, 

not knowing what he was thinking. Then I saw him bow to the picture of Yunzhou three times. After 

bowing, Yun Yiming turns to Huo Dongyang and says, "thank you." 

"You're welcome!" Huo Dongyang replied. 

Two people also have no redundant words, finish saying also separated. Yun Yiming walks in front of Yun 

Yiyan and Yun Mu Xin. His eyes are not as angry as before, but they are not gentle. "I heard that you are 

in charge of Wynn now?" 

Yun Yiyan nods. "Yes, big brother." 

"Yes! I almost forgot that you are the chairman of Wynn Yun Yiming continued. "There's another big 

brother. You're not from the cloud family." 

Yun Yiyan is not angry because this is the truth. Of course, he will not argue with Yun Yiming. And today, 

on such an occasion, it is not suitable for tearing. Yun Yiming nodded, "I will pay attention." 

Yun Yiming's eyes fell on Yun mu, "don't cry! People can't see it. It's also a relief for him 

Yun Muxin looks at Yun Yiming, and then sobs. "Big brother..." 

"Since you have chosen this road, stick to it." Yun Yiming says to Yun Muxin. 

"Well!" Cloud Mu Xin nods. 

Seeing Yun Yiming finish, the three policemen also come forward to escort him to go back. Yun Yiming 

looks up at Huo Dongyang. "Huo Dongyang, I will try to come out earlier. At that time, I will take back 

everything from the cloud family. " 

"Welcome any time!" Huo Dongyang nods. 

"So before that, you must take good care of him. If you dare to change his surname, I will not let you 

go." Yun Yiming is still very serious, the purpose is to attract the attention of Huo Dongyang. 

Huo Dongyang understood what Yun Yiming meant, "I can't guarantee that. After all, I'm also a 

businessman, and I'm sure I'll miss the opportunity to make money. If you're not convinced, then show 

up and maybe you can come out earlier 

"Don't worry about it. I'm sure I will." 

Watching the police take Yun Yiming away, everyone has some thoughts. If Yun Yiming really changes 

himself, then all this is worth it, and it will not waste so many people to sacrifice for him. 

Afternoon. 
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Huo Dongyang and Qiao Wei return to Jiangwan villa. When Mary saw them coming back, she 

immediately asked, "is everything all right?" 

"Well, it's good." Huo Dongyang nods. Then his eyes fell on the two small figures on the sofa. 

"You and Wei Wei go to take a bath and change clothes first. I'll prepare some food for you." Mary said 

that and went to the kitchen. 

Although Qiao Wei wanted to hold the baby very much, but because he had a smell on his body, he also 

resisted. She took Mary's advice to take a bath first and wash all the smell off her body. 

After Qiao Wei washes out, he sees Huo Dongyang holding two children in his arms. This picture is really 

good-looking. Qiao Wei looks left and right and turns over his mobile phone to take this scene. 

Huo Dongyang first took a bath and looked at the two children on the sofa. He walked over and sat 

down, but he didn't expect that the two children actually reached for their clothes. They seem to be 

aware that they are in a bad mood today, so they want to comfort themselves. Huo Dongyang felt warm 

in his heart and held the children up. 

Hear the sound of the shutter, Huo Dongyang looks at Qiao Wei and smiles. "Come and take a picture 

with me." 

"Good." Joe nodded and ran out. 

A family of four took several pictures in succession. Qiao Wei felt that he had lowered his appearance 

after seeing all the photos. She frowned and said, "I think I ruined the picture?" 

Huo Dongyang heard Qiao Wei's words and immediately took the mobile phone to see. "No! I think it's 

good! " 

"Where is it? I've pulled the class down. " Said Jo Wei, choking his mouth. Huo Dongyang saw Qiao Wei's 

appearance, he quickly pecked at Qiao Wei's lips. "You are always the most beautiful in my heart." 

Qiao Wei felt a heat on his face and was more happy in his heart. Even the voice became coquettish. 

"Oh, Dongyang..." 

Huo Dongyang a smile, "we are old husband and wife, you are still shy?" 

Qiao Wei was Huo Dongyang so said, quickly reached out to push Huo Dongyang, "I don't want to talk to 

you." 

"Jovi, you are so cute." 

"William, tiny, come and eat something." Cried Mary. It also gave Jovi an excuse to go away. "Grandma 

called." 

At the dinner table, Jovi had been eating with his head down. She deliberately avoided Huo Dongyang's 

eyes. Huo Dongyang knew that Qiao Wei still felt embarrassed, "still thinking about the matter just 

now?" 

"No Joe shook his head slightly. At this time, he really didn't think about that talent. "I'm thinking about 

something else." 



"What do you want to do?" 

Qiao Wei raised his head to see Huo Dongyang, "we seem to have forgotten the admiration." This is 

what Qiao Wei suddenly remembered. After the funeral, Yun Yiyan and Yun Muxin said that they would 

go to the mental hospital to see Fu Qing. But this time has not come back, I don't know if it will be 

ok?This also reminds Huo Dongyang, he took out his mobile phone to call Yun Muxin. 

"Uncle..." 

"Where is it? I'll ask Xiang Qing to pick you up. " Huo Dongyang continued. 

"Well, let brother Xiang Qing come here." Cloud Mu Xin then sent an address to come. 

Qiao Wei put his head to see, "isn't this the address of Xia family? Where is admiration? " 

Huo Dongyang put the mobile phone down, he looked at Qiao Wei and said, "don't you understand? 

Now it's the third father and son of the Xia family who brought Mu Xin there. This is obviously the 

meaning of drunkard is not wine. " 

"Dongyang, I don't understand. Why should admiration exclude senior students Qiao Wei didn't 

understand. 

"She made the most sensible decision." Huo Dongyang said while sending information to Xiang Qing, let 

him go to pick up cloud Mu Xin to come back. 

Qiao Wei frowned and looked at Huo Dongyang. He didn't understand the meaning of Huo Dongyang. 

The wisest choice?! But this feeling is really hard to say. 

Xia family. 

Cloud Muxin put down the mobile phone, which found that everyone's eyes are on their own body. 

"What's the matter?" 

"Huo Dongyang let someone pick you up?" Yun Yiyan asked instead of Xia yueqian. 

Yun Muxin nodded and then made an excuse. "Yes. She said Grandma was waiting for me to go back to 

dinner 

Xia yueqian stares at Yun Muxin, which is obviously her own meaning. I haven't seen you for a month, 

and she's changed a lot. Now, dressing up is different from the past, and it has a mature charm more 

and more. 

"Isn't it agreed to eat at home in the evening?" Xia Mingde couldn't help speaking. Recently, he is really 

worried about his two sons. Even those who are over 30 are not married yet. One son is like this, so are 

two sons. He was really pissed off. 

It's not easy for a girl to come home, but she doesn't do anything. It's really irritating! The opportunity to 

see will disappear in an instant. Xia Mingde really wants to hit people with something. 

At this moment, the horn sounded at the door. 

Yun Muxin picked up his bag. "Brother Xiang Qing has come to pick me up. I'll go back first." 



Chapter 322 

Seeing that Yun Muxin stands up, Yun Yiyan pushes Xia yueqian for a moment. As a result, Xia yueqian 

seems to be angry but does not move. 

Later, Yun Yiyan sent Yun Muxin out and watched the door closed. Xia Mingde also stares at his son. 

"You want to give up like this?" 

"Dad, don't you see people trying to avoid me all the time?" Xia yueqian is really angry, "this meaning is 

also very obvious, since this, why should I go to paste upside down?" 

Xia yueqian's words happened to be heard by Yun Muxin and Yun Yiyan who came back in. Suddenly, the 

room became very quiet. 

Yun Yiyan frowned at Xia yueqian, and his face was angry. He didn't expect Xia yueqian to say such a 

thing. 

Xia Mingde looked at it awkwardly, knowing that he could not ask that question just now, so that he 

would not be heard by Yun Mu Xin. 

Xia yueqian almost bit his tongue when he saw Yun Mu Xin. Why should he say those angry words so 

impulsively? There was also some chagrin on his face! 

Yun Muxin heard what he had just said, but he was still a little sad. But this is also the result of her own 

choice, so she will not blame anyone. "Sorry, I just came back to get my things." With that, Yun Muxin 

picked up the table top and put the thermos cup. 

After that, he turned around and left, almost running out. Yun Yiyan sighed and chased out. But I saw 

the car flying away. The speed of this engine is really fast! 

After standing for a while, Yun Yiyan walked home. As a result, I saw Xia yueqian pestle at the door. 

"Brother, why did you say that just now?" 

"Those are angry words." Xia yueqian is also a face of regret. 

"It's no use saying that at this time." Yun Yiyan replied. You should know that it took a lot of effort to get 

Yun Muxin to come to the Xia family. He wanted to give Xia yueqian a chance to perform, but it turned 

out to be like this. 

Xia yueqian lost to turn around, suddenly there is a God does not want him and cloud Mu Xin together. 

"Ah..." 

Looking at Xia yueqian's back, Yun Yiyan also felt uncomfortable. He didn't expect that things would 

become like this. 

Summer came over. "Yi Yan, let your brother go quietly by himself." 

Yun Yiyan nodded. At this time, they had to calm down. 

In the car. 
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Cloud Mu Xin's tears can't stop. She reaches out to wipe away the tears, but the damned tears still flow 

more and more. In the end, she could only burst into tears. 

While driving, Xiang Qing handed Yun Muxin a paper towel. "Miss Mu Xin, don't cry. Otherwise, the boss 

will think I bully you 

"Brother Xiang Qing, I'm sorry to let you see jokes again." 

"What's the matter?" Xiang Qing replied. "Everyone has moments like this." 

Yun Muxin fell asleep after crying. Because of the night to catch a plane back, coupled with today's 

mood has been depressed, and just heard Xia yueqian's words, finally let Yun Mu Xin find a 

breakthrough to vent. But after venting, he was exhausted. 

Xiang Qing saw that Yun Muxin fell asleep, he also adjusted the air conditioner a little higher, and 

slowed down the speed to make Yun Muxin sleep well and steadily. This back and forth running is really 

tired, let her have a good sleep. 

The car stops at the gate of Jiangwan villa, and Xiang Qing gets out of the car and holds Yun Muxin out. 

"What's wrong with the admiration?" Qiao Wei saw Xiang Qing holding cloud Mu Xin to come in and 

immediately concerned. 

"Too tired to sleep." Xiang Qing replied. 

"Take her into the room and have a rest." Jovi will lead the way immediately. 

When Xiang Qing came out, he just met Huo Dongyang. "Boss!" 

"What happened in Xia's house?" Huo Dongyang asked directly. 

Xiang Qing also told Huo Dongyang what he knew. "I see that's all. As for the specific situation, I don't 

know!" 

Huo Dongyang frowns. It seems that he has something to do with Xia yueqian. "Well, you go and do your 

work." 

At dinner in the evening, Yun Muxin also said that he had no appetite and did not want to eat a little. 

People who don't know think she's still sad about Yunzhou. Huo Dongyang looks at Yun Muxin's listless 

appearance, and he feels bad. 

"Mu Xin, come to the study later." Huo Dongyang opens his mouth. "I'll check on your recent 

homework." 

Qiao Wei saw the tired face and tired face of Yun Muxin, so he interrupted Huo Dongyang. "Let Mu Xin 

have a good sleep today, and we can talk about it tomorrow." 

"Auntie, it's really OK." Cloud Mu Xin looks at Qiao Wei to say. 

After dinner, Huo Dongyang and Yun Muxin sit face to face. Neither of them spoke. Both were silent. No 

one meant to speak first. 



Time has passed for a while, but Yun Muxin still opens his mouth first. "Uncle, I'll go back to America 

tomorrow." 

"Escape?" Huo Dongyang asked. It seems that something happened in the summer family today. 

"What's wrong with Xia's today?" 

"Nothing." Yun Muxin replied that she didn't want Huo Dongyang to worry. 

Huo Dongyang did not force Yun Mu Xin to say. "You don't have to go back in such a hurry.""I just asked 

for three days off." Cloud Mu Xin answers. This time she didn't intend to stay that long, and now she 

doesn't want to stay. This time I really want to say goodbye to the past. 

Huo Dongyang did not expose the heart of cloud mu, she is not small. It's up to her to decide for herself! 

Xia yueqian is nothing. She will meet better people in the future. 

"Mu Xin, if you meet someone you like, please bring it back to me." Huo Dongyang rarely said a word of 

earth gas. 

Cloud Mu Xin nods. "Well! I'm sure I will. " 

"Take me to the airport early tomorrow." 

"Thank you, uncle." 

The next afternoon. 

Huo Dongyang personally sent Yun Muxin to the airport. Before going out, Qiao Wei asked again. "Have 

you got everything?" 

"Auntie, I just brought back some clothes." Cloud Mu Xin answers. She looked at Qiao Wei holding Huo 

yunxun, "brother, sister is gone. I'll come back to see you and my sister when my sister is on holiday 

Qiao Wei said with a smile: "the next time I see it, I think it will go." 

"That's fine. I can take them out to play. " Yun Muxin said with a smile. 

Mary couldn't help interrupting when she heard this. "Mu Xin, next time you bring me a boyfriend, I will 

be more happy!" 

"Grandma..." 

"What? I think this is more important. " Said Mary with a smile. 

Huo Dongyang looked at it. "It's almost time. It's time to start." 

Yun Mu Xin held Mary in his arms. "Grandma, I'm gone. You should pay attention to your health. " 

"You too." Mary patted Yun Mu Xin on the back. "Let's go!" 

Yun Mu Xin lets go of Mary, and then faces Qiao Wei. "Auntie, I'm leaving." 

Joe nodded. "Well, when you get there, make sure you're safe." 

“OK!” Yun Muxin said with a smile, and then got on Huo Dongyang's car. 



Chapter 323 

hospital. 

Xia yueqian was preparing for a meeting when he received a call from Yun Yiyan. 

"What's the matter? I'm going to the meeting. " Xia yueqian replied. 

"Muxin is on her way to the airport." Yun Yiyan said. "It should be in time now." 

After Xia yueqian heard this, the whole person became lost in his mind. She's leaving?! So do you want 

to go after it? If you catch up, what should you say? Suddenly, Xia yueqian couldn't make up his mind. 

"Professor Xia, the meeting will be held soon." 

"I see." Xia yueqian nodded. He picked up the information on the desk and prepared to go to the 

meeting room. But after two steps, Xia yueqian looked back at the mobile phone again. Did you really 

think it was ok? Or just split up like this. 

But there is a voice in my heart telling me that I can't. If I don't go, I will leave a big regret. Xia yueqian's 

face is full of tangles. Go or not? The balance in my heart began to swing. 

Xia yueqian closed his eyes and tried to calm down his heart. Because he needs an answer now. And this 

answer is very important to his life. At this point, the phone rings again. 

Xia yueqian immediately opened his eyes and saw the caller ID above. Xia yueqian immediately picked it 

up. "Hello 

"I'm Yun Muxin." 

"I know." 

Yun Muxin smiles over there. "I'm going back to America today. What I said I would bring you yesterday 

will be sent to you after I buy it 

Thank you Xia yueqian's tone is a little cold. But he had taken off his doctor's robe. He felt that he should 

go to the airport and make it clear to Yun Muxin that he didn't want to leave any regrets. 

"I'm already at the airport. Bye!" 

"What time is your flight?" Xia yueqian asked. 

"Five o'clock." 

Xia yueqian raised his wrist and looked at the time on his watch. There are nearly two hours left. If you 

drive faster, you should have time. 

"Well, I see." With that, Xia yueqian hung up the phone. 

He grabbed his car key and rushed out of his office. 

"Professor Xia, where are you going The nurse looked at Xia yueqian and called out. 

"I have something to go out. Today's meeting is cancelled." Xia yueqian replied. 
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I'm surprised to hear that. What on earth made Xia yueqian so anxious that he even cancelled today's 

meeting! It's really curious! 

Xia yueqian drove away from the hospital, twice as fast as usual. Moreover, he is a doctor and always 

advocates safety first. However, this time, he is rarely so impulsive. 

Airport. 

Cloud Mu Xin looks at the mobile phone, she is also thinking about the meaning of Xia yueqian's last 

sentence. Is he coming to the airport? I don't think I'm wrong? If not, he won't ask for his flight 

information. 

"What are you doing?" Huo Dongyang came with a bag of things. "This is for you to eat on the plane." 

"Thank you, uncle." Yun Muxin reaches out to take Huo Dongyang's food. 

Moyang sat down beside Huo. "You're waiting for someone." In this sentence, Huo Dongyang uses the 

affirmative statement mood. 

"Well?" Yun Muxin didn't respond. "What?" 

"Whose phone was it just now?" Huo Dongyang knew that when she was in the car, she called Yun Yiyan 

and told him that she wanted to return to the United States. Yun Yiyan has a lot of work to do today, 

and will definitely not come to see her off. It's obvious that she didn't call Yun Yiyan just now. Such an 

analysis, Huo Dongyang also knows who it is, Xia yueqian. 

Cloud Mu Xin looked at Huo Dongyang, this time also did not conceal. "Xia yueqian." 

"About what time will he arrive?" Huo Dongyang looked at the time. If you don't hurry up, it must be too 

late. You should know that the plane is waiting for no one. 

"He didn't make it clear that he was coming." Cloud Mu Xin answers. "He just asked me what time the 

plane was." 

Huo Dongyang smiles after listening. "Then he is coming. I just don't know if he can arrive in time 

Hear Huo Dongyang say so, cloud Mu Xin's heart also has some faint expectation. She was still thinking 

about what to say when she met, and even guessed what Xia yueqian would say. 

But as time went by, there were only five minutes left to watch the boarding. But Xia yueqian never 

came. Huo Dongyang stood up and looked at the time on his watch again. According to his budget, the 

time from the hospital to the airport is 50 minutes at most, and the red light time and some 

emergencies should arrive at the latest 70 minutes. 

Now the time has passed nearly an hour and a half, Xia yueqian still did not come. So is it proof that he 

won't come? Huo Dongyang looked at a disappointed cloud, "ready to board!" 

"Well!" Cloud Mu Xin nods. "Uncle, you go back first!" 

"I'll wait until you get in." 



At this time, the information of boarding has been broadcast, and many people have already queued up 

to get on the plane. Cloud Muxin stood up, she looked at the wide airport, heart or hope to see that 

familiar figure. But after watching it for a long time, it still didn't!The little hope in my heart was 

gradually extinguished. Cloud Mu Xin's eyes with loss, in fact, yesterday he has said clearly, what is he 

still looking forward to? Cloud Mu Xin laughed at himself, forget it! His not coming is already a reply to 

himself. 

Yun Muxin walks to Huo Dongyang. "Uncle, I went in." 

"Well! Pay more attention to yourself. Jason will meet you at the airport. " Huo Dongyang continued. 

"OK." Yun Muxin carries his bag and carries the food Huo Dongyang bought just now to board the plane. 

Huo Dongyang saw cloud Mu Xin's figure had already checked in the post, he waved to the cloud Mu Xin 

who turned back. 

But at this time, the airport highway also became a single lane because of an accident. Xia yueqian took 

several circles to drive to the airport. He picked up his mobile phone and looked at the time. It should be 

too late. 

Xia yueqian just wanted to turn into the road in the departure hall of the airport. Because he was 

worried, he didn't pay attention to the road condition in front of him. A bus will turn in the same 

direction from another road. 

As a result, Xia yueqian didn't slow down at the junction, so when he found the bus, he was about to hit 

it. He immediately turned the steering wheel to avoid the bus. As a result, his car ran into the fence, 

then turned around in the air and fell into another lane. The whole car is in the opposite direction, with 

the roof sliding forward for a long distance on the road. The roof rubs against the road and makes a 

piercing sound 

All of a sudden, when someone reacted, they heard the explosion 

Chapter 324 

One year later. 

Summer knows constantly to cry, also like to tell this hot weather, and this hot summer, of course, there 

are three things, WiFi, mobile phones and air conditioning. At this time, the most comfortable should be 

in the air conditioning room, who want people to nest in the air-conditioned place. 

But there is an exception to one place. A greenhouse is built in the courtyard of the family. The shed is 

just between the two trees. It is really the best choice for Naliang. Although the shed is not large, it can 

hold a few people. 

No, the owner of the house will enjoy it. There is a table and two cane chairs under the shed. There are 

some fruits and drinks on the table that are washed and used to eliminate heat. The table is facing in 

front of the lawn, and a layer of children's special sponge mat is placed on the grass, and there are many 

toys on the mat. And the place that lean into the window, also put a stand fan, look like is in case of 

need of time. 
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From these settings, it can be seen that the family has children. At first glance, it is also a happy home, 

and the master demands a lot of life. 

This morning, the distant courtyard of the villa still heard the children's laughter, and the voice of two 

women. They feel good at their life index when you listen to the sound, because you can hear them 

from their laughter. 

"Slow down! Yes, take your sister and walk slowly. " Hear the voice of the woman. 

"It's OK, the child should fall several more times, especially boys, and then the body will be strong." 

Another woman's voice went on. 

After a while, I heard a magnetic male voice, but I could hear some dissatisfaction from his tone. "How 

can I get my sister here?" 

"It's OK. Children should exercise more." The woman replied. 

"Girls don't have to train like this." The man rebutted. Then he picked up his daughter, afraid that she 

would fall. He really didn't want to leave any scars on his daughter's white, white, tender skin. 

At this time, women seem to be angry with each other. "You can't always be used to your daughter. I 

have told you about it many times. " 

The man was discontented at the woman's words. "Sons and daughters are not the same, so the way 

they teach is the same." 

"I know, of course, but you can't stop your daughter from learning to walk. She's already slow. " The 

voice of the woman also rose. 

The man frowned at his daughter, "the daughter and the son are not the same." 

The conversation between the couple seems to be a little different from the previous talk about 

happiness. The husband and wife quarreled over the children's problems. In fact, it is also common 

picture, sitting on the side of another woman eating fruit quietly listening to husband and wife twice for 

the children's education problems and quarrel. She has also been used to it, so she also watched the 

crowd as a spectator. 

Because the story has happened countless times in the past year, the two have argued over the issue of 

their son and daughter many times. But every time there was no good result. And she also knew that 

the couple quarreled until the end of the day, who let them two couples have a good relationship. This 

does not hurt big Ya quarrel also enhances each other's affection just. 

"Grandma, you will comment on the theory!" The front turns and gives the dominant power out. 

Mary sighed. "William, slightly, this topic is no longer fresh. Can I change it next time?" 

Huodongyang and Joe Wei seem to be taken away by Mary, and they are embarrassed. 

Mary could only shake her head helplessly, "William, aren't you going to meet your admirer in a 

moment? Is it time? " 

Huodongyang looked at it and felt that the time was almost the same. "Well, I'm ready to go." 



Joe Wei reached out to take his daughter back from huodongyang's arms. "Then you go and prepare and 

start." 

Yunmurxin is learning in the United States is approaching the end. This time, he returned to a city to 

attend the birthday party of huoyunxun and huoyun warm. It is also said that yunmurxin will bring his 

boyfriend back. Joe Wei, they heard it was a very good man. This time, the real appearance of Lushan 

Mountain that can be seen is the biggest joy in this year. 

Huodongyang set out on time to the airport, and Joe Wei came to the door to send him. "Don't be too 

serious when you meet someone else." 

"I know. I have a man of measure. " 

Airport. 

People come and come, besides passengers, and people who come to deliver the plane are also like 

huodongyang. Huo Dongyang looked at the flight information in the reception hall. 

Huo Dong Yang is waiting on the other side, it seems that they will come out after they have got their 

luggage. Huodongyang's standing position is also conspicuous, and it should be seen as soon as he 

comes out. Ten minutes later, huodongyang saw Yun murun coming out with a tall and handsome man. 

It seems like this person. 

Cloud murxin looked at it, and soon found huodongyang in the people. She waved to Huo Dongyang 

immediately. "Uncle!" 

Huodongyang nodded to her, and then he saw yunmuring running over. Yunmurin reached for 

huodongyang. "Uncle, I'm back." 

"Well!" Huodongyang looks good at yunmuring, and it looks like this year has been a good year. They 

haven't seen her for nearly a year since they last sent her away. He would also occasionally ask Jason 

about the situation. Every time Jason says nothing, yunmurin often talks on the phone and video.At this 

time, Huo Dongyang also paid attention to the man in front of him. Huo Dongyang stood and looked at 

him with the eyes of the judge. Yun Muxin saw the situation and introduced it immediately. "Uncle, let 

me introduce you to Kevin, my boyfriend. Kevin, this is my uncle. " 

Kevin looks at Huo Dongyang and reaches out his hand, "Hello! I'm Tang Yuze. Just call me Yuze. " 

"Hello!" Huo Dongyang also reached out to hold Tang Yuze's hand. 

After Tang Yuze took back his hand, he looked at Yun Mu Xin's back again. "Mu Xin, why didn't you tell 

my uncle was so young that he didn't look much older than us? I thought it was my brother 

"Of course, my uncle is a famous handsome man." Yun Muxin also said with pride. "My family's beauty is 

very high. If you go to my house like this, it can only be regarded as ordinary." 

Tang Yuze is very cheerful, but I can see that he is really good to Yun Mu Xin, cooperating with him and 

saying, "well, I really need to see it." 

Huo Dongyang said, "your aunt, they are all waiting at home." 



"Good!" 

Huo Dongyang sat on the copilot this time, leaving the back to Yun Muxin and Tang Yuze. 

"This is Xiang Qingge!" Cloud Mu Xin continues to introduce. "Brother, this is Tang Yuze." 

"Hello, Mr. Tang!" Xiang Qing nodded his head, but he couldn't help vomiting. "Well, after a year's going 

out, I'll bring a man back. I remember you said you were going to marry me last year 

"Oh, brother Xiang Qing, I was serious at that time. It turns out that you don't believe it. " Yun Muxin 

also said seriously. 

"What am I then?" Tang Yuze continued. 

With that, the car burst into laughter because everyone knew it was a joke. 

Huo Dongyang looked out of the car and saw the fence still with traces. Last year's incident came to 

mind again 

Chapter 325 

Seeing Huo Dongyang in a daze, Xiang Qing called him. 

Huo Dongyang came to his senses and said, "drive 

Yun Muxin thinks Huo Dongyang is a little strange. Just now he seems to be looking at the front. Is there 

anything special about that place? Yun Muxin also looked in the direction of Huo Dongyang. There was a 

big friction mark on the fence not far away. It seemed that something had happened. 

Tang Yuze patted Yun Mu Xin. "What are you looking at?" He also looked in the direction of my cloud 

Mu Xin. "There must have been an accident in the place ahead?" 

"Yes, there have been accidents." Strangely, Huo Dongyang really took such a sentence. 

Hearing Huo Dongyang's words, Yun Muxin felt that he was deliberately telling himself that she was in a 

panic. How could she be like this? How can I feel fear and worry inexplicably. 

"Uncle, when did this happen?" 

Huo Dongyang looked back at Yun Muxin, "it's been a year." Huo Dongyang did not tell the truth to Yun 

Muxin. 

Oh, after a sound, Yun Muxin looks back at the place she just passed. Why does she feel so miserable! 

How do you think this trace has something to do with yourself? Otherwise, it won't feel like this. 

Tang Yuze reached out to the floor of Yun Mu Xin. "Muxin, take a rest. How did you sleep on the plane 

before? " Yun Muxin leans on Tang Yuze's shoulder and doesn't think about these things any more. 

Huo Dongyang looks at Xiang Qing and shakes his head. Xiang Qing understands that Huo Dongyang 

means to let him not say it. But if the fate between Yun Muxin and Xia yueqian is not over, then they will 

still meet. City a is big and big, but not big. If you want to meet, you will still meet. 
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The car was speeding along the highway, and Yun Muxin really fell asleep on Tang Yuze's shoulder. 

However, Tang Yuze was very energetic. He asked, "uncle, did that place have something to do with Mu 

Xin?" Because Tang Yuze had just seen Huo Dongyang wink at Xiang Qing, he guessed boldly. 

Huo Dongyang did not answer, after all, saying it would change a lot of the status quo. What's more, it's 

not interesting to mention it now? What's more, this is the meaning of the parties, and Huo Dongyang 

will respect it. 

"Can't say?" Tang Yuze continued to ask. 

"You and Mu Xin take care of the present. Of course, if there is a future, it's best." Huo Dongyang 

replied. 

Tang Yuze immediately understood what Huo Dongyang meant, which should have something to do 

with the people yunmuxin liked before. Yun Muxin told herself that she once liked a person, and that 

person seemed to be a doctor. After he and Yun Muxin were together, they automatically avoided the 

topic. I didn't expect that when I got off the plane today, I met something related to that man. 

Tang Yuze lowers his head and looks at Yun Mu Xin. His hands gradually tighten. He doesn't want Yun 

Muxin to leave himself. This time he comes back to a city with Yun Muxin, he actually wants to prevent 

Yun Muxin from meeting with that person. He really loves Yun Muxin. He even wants to marry Yun 

Muxin. The second purpose of returning to a city this time is to formally visit Yun Muxin's family and 

discuss the marriage if possible. 

The car stopped in front of Jiangwan villa. Tang Yuze just wanted to ask Yun Muxin to get up, but he saw 

someone waiting at the door. A couple of elders, a young mother. They have children in their hands. So 

it's not hard to guess their identity. 

"Here it is." Huo Dongyang said. 

Tang Yuze nodded, he quietly woke up cloud Mu Xin, "Mu Xin, to." 

Hearing the sound, Yun Muxin immediately opened her eyes. She rubbed her eyes, and then saw the 

people standing outside. She immediately got up and immediately pushed the door out. 

See cloud Mu Xin rushed out, Qiao micro smile, at this time she has rushed to embrace himself. "Auntie, 

I miss you so much!" 

"I miss you too!" Replied Jovi. "Welcome home." 

Cloud Mu Xin let go of Qiao Wei, and then look at Huo yunnuan in her arms. "It's a little warm, so cute!" 

Finish saying that, cloud mu heart immediately stretched out a hand to pinch her small face, pink 

Dudu's! 

Then Yun Mu Xin also looked at Huo yunxun in Mary's arms, "handsome boy! My sister is back Hearing 

Yun Mu Xin's words, Huo yunxun looks at her beautiful sister and reaches out to her. 

Cloud Mu Xin immediately put Huo yunxun in his arms with a smile, "really good!" 

Besides, when Marilyn went in, it was obviously heavy 



At this time, Tang Yuze came with his luggage. 

"This young man is good." Huo Jiang has been watching from them. 

"Hello, my name is Tang Yuze." Tang Yuze said politely. 

Yun Muxin said with a smile, "this is my boyfriend. You can also call him Kevin." With that, Yun Muxin 

handed Huo yunxun to Tang Yuze. "Hold my brother, hold it!" 

Tang Yuze holds Huo yunxun in his arms. His movements are somewhat awkward. He has no experience 

at all. Yun Muxin smiles, holding Huojiang and Mary to the house. 

The remaining Tang Yuze can only stare at Huo yunxun with big eyes. He looks at Huo yunxun 

awkwardly, "Hi, brother, Hello!" After greeting, Huo yunxun gave Tang Yuze a scorn. He turned his head 

and saw his father behind him."Dad..." The father didn't seem to be able to express himself. 

Huo Dongyang came forward to his son and told him not to be impolite with his eyes. Huo yunxun put 

his head on Huo Dongyang's shoulder and waited obediently. 

"Kevin, take your luggage in." Tang said to Huo. 

"Good!" Tang Yuze will act immediately. 

Several people walked into the living room and heard their laughter. They were talking about something 

interesting. Qiao Wei also handed his daughter to Huo Dongyang, "I'm going to tidy up the room." 

"Well!" Huo Dongyang nodded, then carried the child to the living room. 

The family seldom get together, and the time passes quickly. It's time to have dinner. It's rare that Yun 

Muxin comes back with her boyfriend, and the family decides to go out for a meal. 

Huo Dongyang also ordered the restaurant yesterday, and they went out in two cars. One for men and 

one for women. 

Just left the door of the restaurant, the manager of the restaurant heard that Huo Dongyang had come 

with his family and immediately received him personally. "Mr. Huo, welcome." 

Huo Dongyang reported his room number, and the manager immediately led the way. "This way, 

please." 

When he went upstairs, the manager told Huo Dongyang that Yun Yiyan and several customers were 

also dining here, and asked Huo Dongyang whether to inform Yun Yiyan? 

Coincidentally, hearing the name of Yun Yiyan, Yun Muxin took Tang Yuze and said that he was also stiff 

for a moment. The second elder brother is here, is he also there? 

"What's the matter?" Tang Yuze asked softly. 

Chapter 326 

Hearing Tang Yuze's voice, almost everyone stopped. 

"Mu Xin, are you sick?" Qiao Wei goes to cloud Mu Xin side to ask. 
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Yun Muxin looked at everyone's caring eyes, and she immediately showed a smile. "It's OK!" 

Huo Dongyang knew what Yun Muxin was worried about. He lowered his voice and said to the manager. 

"No notice. Don't disturb him and his customers." 

"Yes, Mr. Huo." 

I thought it would be OK, but I didn't expect that the series of jokes would be staged again. Huo 

Dongyang's room is just opposite to Yun Yiyan. Of course, the manager whispered in Huo Dongyang's 

ear. 

Huo Dongyang heard, frown, really so clever?! "Any other rooms?" 

The manager's face was helpless. "This is the only one left today, Mr. Huo. You can reserve this room. 

The other rooms are full. " 

"Open the door Since there is no way to do so, we should settle down as soon as we come. Anyway, the 

door is closed. It should not be seen. 

After all the people sat down, Huo Dongyang also let people serve. 

"Uncle, did you even order the dishes first?" Yun Muxin asked. 

"Your uncle ordered your favorite food." Qiao Wei answers instead of Huo Dongyang. "So you have to 

eat more today." 

"No problem." 

The waiter knocks on the door and then takes the food to Huo Dongyang's room. At this point, the door 

of the opposite room opens. 

Yun Yiyan inadvertently looks at the half closed door on the opposite side and sees the waiter serving 

the food. When he was ready to take back his eyes, he saw that the waiters were just walking away, and 

the people who had blocked them had also seen it. 

"Huo Dongyang!" Yun Yiyan is surprised. How can he be here! Isn't he always out for dinner? Because he 

felt strange, Yun Yiyan stepped forward a few steps. Through the half closed door, he heard the bustle 

inside, as well as Qiao Wei's voice. It should be that the family came out to eat. 

If so, he won't disturb. Just wanted to turn around, Yun Yiyan heard the voice of Yun Mu Xin, "uncle, eat 

this well!" He stopped at once. It was Yun Muxin's voice just now. So Huo Dongyang took his family out 

for dinner because Yun Muxin came back, so he picked up the wind here? 

Some time ago, he also and cloud Mu Xin through the phone, but the girl has not told himself that she 

wants to come back! Why come back suddenly now! Yun Yiyan has a lot of questions. What's going on? 

"Mu Xin, don't worry about your own food, but also take care of your boyfriend!" Mary's voice rang out. 

Hearing such a sentence, Yun Yiyan is completely disordered. Does Yun Muxin come back with her 

boyfriend? Yun Yiyan reached out and tried to push the door in, but he hesitated because he thought it 

would be abrupt. If I didn't think so, I would make a joke later? 



After thinking about it, Yun Yiyan still decided to call Huo Dongyang and ask what happened before 

going in. 

Five minutes later, in front of the washstand in the men's bathroom, two men were standing face to 

face, one was Yun Yiyan, the other was Huo Dongyang. 

"Ask!" Huo Dongyang opens his mouth. 

Cloud Yiyan looked at Huo Dongyang, "Mu Xin is back?" 

"Well! It just arrived at noon. " Huo Dongyang replied. 

"Any more boyfriends?" 

"Yes, she came back with her boyfriend." Huo Dongyang then replied. 

Hearing this, Yun Yiyan is calm. "Really? Why don't I know anything? " Yun Yiyan even suspects that Huo 

Dongyang arranged this for Yun Muxin. 

Seeing Yun Yiyan's suspicious eyes, Huo Dongyang raised the corner of his mouth, "how? Do you think, 

like your brother, that I arranged it? " 

Yun Yiyan thinks Huo Dongyang should not do such a thing, "I hope not." 

Huo Dongyang turned to wash his hands. He looked at Yun Yiyan in the mirror and asked, "how is your 

brother doing?" 

"That's it." Yun Yiyan replied. A year ago, the accident hit him a lot and changed a lot. 

Huo Dongyang took two pieces of paper to wipe his hands. "Don't tell him about Mu Xin's return." 

On this point, Yun Yiyan and Huo Dongyang agree. But this paper can't cover the fire after all. After a 

long time, he will find out by himself. "Mu Xin, how long will you stay this time?" 

"The course is coming to an end there, so you don't have to go back." Huo Dongyang replied. "I haven't 

asked how long I'll be back this time. I think I'll stay for a while." 

Yun Yiyan nodded, right! I haven't come back for a year. I should stay a little bit. Thinking of Yun Muxin's 

boyfriend, Yun Yiyan asked, "is that man good to her?" 

"Not bad at the moment." 

Yun Yiyan tidied up his clothes. How to say that Yun Muxin is his sister? Of course, he has to go to see 

the man who may become his brother-in-law. Seeing Yun Yiyan's movements and expressions, Huo 

Dongyang knew what he was going to do. 

"Going in and meeting?" 

"Of course Yun Yiyan nods. "Don't worry. I'm just saying hello. I still have customers there." 

Hearing Yun Yiyan's words, Huo Dongyang is not easy to stop, because he is in love with reason, and Yun 

Yiyan is also right to do so. "Let's go!"Huo Dongyang walks in front, and Yun Yiyan follows behind. Huo 

Dongyang knocked at the door first, then walked in. 



Seeing the cloud Yiyan who followed Huo Dongyang in, all the people were shocked. Yun Yiyan went to 

the table and said, "what? Looks like they're scared? I happened to have dinner here too. When I saw 

Mr. Huo in the bathroom just now, I had the same expression. When I heard that everyone was there, I 

came to say hello 

With that, Yun Yiyan also looks at Yun Mu Xin, and his tone is also discontented. "Sister, I didn't even tell 

me when I came back! It obviously doesn't think of me as a brother 

Yun Muxin immediately made up a smile, "second brother, I don't mean it. I just want to come back to 

you when I have a good rest and give you a surprise. " She immediately got up and took Yun Yiyan's arm 

with some coquettish meaning. 

Yun Yiyan laughed, "so it is! I thought you really forgot me 

"No Yun Muxin retorted immediately. "How can I forget my second brother?" 

Yun Yiyan's eyes fell on the man beside Yun Muxin. He also heard Huo Dongyang say a few words on the 

way just now, "listen to your uncle say you brought your boyfriend back?" 

Yun Mu Xin's smile is stiff at the edge of his mouth. This sentence seems to be just a question, but it 

sounds with a trace of blame. When Yun Muxin just wanted to explain, Tang Yuze stood up and took the 

initiative to introduce himself. "Hello, second brother! I am the boy friend of admiring heart, Tang Yuze 

Yun Yiyan looked at Tang Yuze, who stood up. He had a good head. He had a good appearance and could 

talk. How about his conduct? Yun Yiyan's heart with some exclusion, mainly with personal feelings, after 

all, his brother to cloud Mu Xin into that. Seeing this picture in front of me, I must feel uncomfortable. 

"Well!" Yun Yiyan replied coldly. "I'll make an appointment some other time! I still have clients there. " 

"Second brother..." Yun Muxin lets go of Yun Yiyan's hand. She can see that Yun Yiyan is perfunctory and 

that he is not satisfied with Tang Yuze. 

When Yun Muxin still wants to say something, Tang Yuze holds Yun Muxin's hand. Then he politely said 

to Yun Yiyan, "OK, then we'll wait for the arrangement of the second elder brother." 

Yun Yiyan nodded and then said to Huo Dongyang, "I'll go back first." 

Chapter 327 

After that. 

Cloud Mu Xin, the whole person has become a bit out of his wits, and even some worry that he will meet 

Xia yueqian next time. For Yun Muxin's situation, Tang Yuze all looked at it. It seems that the person just 

now has something to do with the person yunmuxin likes. 

After returning, Tang Yuze went to his study to find Huo Dongyang. "Uncle!" 𝐧𝑜𝑣𝐄𝓵𝑢𝓈𝔅.𝕔𝑂𝗆 

Huo Dongyang raised his head after listening to the voice, "something?" In fact, Huo Dongyang also 

expected Tang Yuze to come to him. I didn't expect him to come so soon. 

Tang Yuze nodded. "Yes, I want to ask my uncle a little bit." 
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"Come in!" Huo Dongyang let Tang Yuze into the study. 

An hour later, Tang Yuze came out of the study and just met Qiao Wei, who came to give Huo Dongyang 

pine a night snack. Tang Yuze immediately reached out to pick up the things in Qiao Wei's hands. 

"Auntie, I'll do it." 

"Are you finished chatting with Dong Yang?" Asked Jo, smiling. 

Tang Yuze nodded. "Well, I finished talking to my uncle." 

"Then go to bed early." Added Jovi. Since Huo Dongyang has talked with him, she doesn't have to 

continue to say anything. 

Tang Yuze opened his mouth and called Qiao Wei, "Auntie, is that person OK now?" Just now Huo 

Dongyang just said that the man had an accident, which should be the location of the airport fence, but 

Huo Dongyang never said how the man is now? 

Qiao Wei looked at Tang Yuze, "do you really want to know?" 

"Auntie, can you tell me?" Tang Yuze is also with a face sincere solution. This answer is also very 

important to him. 

Qiao Wei also saw Tang Yuze's sincerity. Qiao Wei collected his eyes. "If you say it, it will change the 

relationship between you and Mu Xin. Do you still want to know?" 

Tang Yuze is stunned. Is it so serious?! So that's why Huo Dongyang didn't want to say it just now?! If 

this is the case, do you have to take the risk? I don't feel comfortable. 

Seeing Tang Yuze in a dilemma, Qiao Wei looked at him and said, "have a rest early! It's also very tiring 

after a day's flight. " 

Tang Yuze hesitated for a while, then summoned up the courage to ask: "is that person still alive?" 

Whether the accident was big or small, he felt that it was dishonorable to argue with the dead. The dead 

had already passed away. If he is a living man, he will fight and he will be fearless. 

How can Qiao Wei ask without Tang Yuze? She also needs to organize her own language. What kind of 

situation is Xia yueqian? It's OK to die. You can say you're not dead. It's really a little tangled! 

"Auntie..." When Tang Yuze saw Qiao Wei's uncertain expression, he felt uneasy. It seems that the man 

is a big problem. Who is he? Everyone here seems to have something to do with him. 

"Alive." Qiao Wei finally said such a word. In fact, Qiao Wei has not heard from him for a long time. 

Since the accident, Xia yueqian is no longer the original one. 

"Thank you, aunt. I'll go back to my room first." 

"Well!" 

Qiao Wei into the study, looking at Huo Dongyang has been staring at himself. "What's the matter?" She 

put the food on the desk, Huo Dongyang reached out to help Qiao Wei, "did you tell him all about it?" 



"No!" Replied Jovi. "Don't you hear it all?" Huo Dongyang's hearing is very good, even if it is through the 

flash door, he can also hear very clearly. He would ask, but it was also an opening remark. 

Huo Dongyang laughed. "Yes! You're more secretive than I am. " With that, he reached out and pulled 

Jovi down by his side. 

"Dongyang, this is the choice of senior students, we can't say anything! And he doesn't contact us now. I 

really don't know about him 

Like Qiao Wei, Huo Dongyang did not deliberately inquire about Xia yueqian. If you really want to know, 

then you have to ask Yun Yiyan. After all, they live under the same roof now. 

"Dongyang, in fact, I'm worried that Yi Yan will say it. When I eat at night, I think he's been putting up 

with it Qiao Wei said his opinion. If you're right, Yun Yiyan should ask Yun Muxin and Tang Yuze out for 

dinner soon. 

Huo Dongyang clenched Qiao Wei's hand. "Let them take care of them! Don't worry about it. " 

"Well!" Joe nodded. Huo Dongyang is right. She just has to take care of the children's affairs. I really 

can't worry about other things. 

The next day, after breakfast, Yun Muxin took Tang Yuze out, saying that he was taking him to visit a 

city. 

Huo Dongyang also asked Yun Muxin to visit the house of Yunjia. After the decoration, where has been 

empty. But Huo Dongyang will send people to clean it regularly. If Yun Muxin gets married, he wants to 

give her the Yuns mansion to live in. 

Seeing the key Huo Dongyang handed him, Yun Muxin remembers the past. Yun's mansion used to be a 

cage for herself. Since she lived in Jiangwan villa, she has not gone back. Although know that there has 

been decoration, but to go back to their own words, there is still some exclusion in the heart. 

"Mu Xin, what's the matter with you?" Tang Yuze looks at the dazed cloud Mu Xin to ask. From 

yesterday back to now, she has been in a daze for many times, not as lively and happy as in America. It 

seems that there are too many things in this place that bind her.Last night, Huo Dongyang told himself 

some things about Yun Muxin in the past. Tang Yuze only knew that Yun Muxin had been brought up in 

such a family. The pressure from the cloud family was really great, plus the complicated family 

relationship. However, I still thank Huo Dongyang for helping her in her most difficult time. 

Huo Dongyang also said to himself last night, if he can't give such cloud Mu Xin happiness, then leave 

early. As the son-in-law of the cloud family, they have to bear a lot, including the cloud Yiyan they met 

yesterday. He might be another resistance. 

Nevertheless, he went on with Yun Muxin. He will face all difficulties together with Yun Muxin. 

Yun Muxin clenched the key in his hand. "All right, uncle!" 

"Kevin, I'll take you to my house later." Yun Muxin said with a smile. 

"Good!" 



Huo Dongyang looked at Tang Yuze and seemed to be observing his performance. "I'll let Xiang Qing 

send you off?" 

"No! Kevin and I will go by car. Enjoy the scenery along the way. " Cloud Mu Xin answers. 

"Hello! Come back for dinner in the evening. " 

“OK!” With that, Tang Yuyun went out. 

Yun Muxin takes Tang Yuze to start a one-day tour of city a, and introduces Tang Yuze one by one as a 

director. When we arrived at the snack street, Yun Muxin bought a lot of food. 

"These are famous snacks in city A. try them." Yun Muxin bought it and handed it to Tang Yuze. 

Tang Yuze and Yun Muxin eat roadside stalls. I didn't expect to have a taste of eating roadside stalls. 

After eating, yunmuxin takes Tang Yuze to the station and prepares to take a bus to the Yunjia mansion. 

At this time, a black car stopped in front of them. 

Just as Yun Muxin was about to speak, the window came down. She was stunned to see the people 

sitting in the car. 

Chapter 328 

People sitting in the car laughed when they saw Yun Muxin. 

"Mu Xin, it's really you! I thought I was wrong 

Tang Yuze looks at cloud Mu Xin, the whole person is stunned, he clenched cloud Mu Xin's hand, "OK?" 

Cloud Mu Xin see Tang Yuze worried eyes, she quickly shook her head, and then also see the car people 

down. Yun Muxin didn't know what to say. 

"This is..." Tang Yuze asked first. 

"He is my second brother's biological father." Cloud Mu Xin answers. But her eyes were a little messy, 

and she didn't even dare to look at anyone. 

Xia Mingde took a look at the man standing beside Yun Mu Xin. The man did not look worse than his 

son. "This is your boyfriend?" 

Cloud Mu Xin a Leng, as if did not expect Xia Mingde to ask so. She nodded. "Yes 

"Good boy." Xia Mingde has always been happy and angry, which is what he learned when he was 

mayor. Even if he is not happy, he can show another expression. When he saw such a scene, he felt 

uncomfortable and resentful for his son, but he would not really show it. 

Of course, Yun Muxin is not as good as Xia Mingde. She also introduces as usual: "yes, this is my 

boyfriend, Kevin." 

Xia Mingde kept smiling, "when did you come back? Why didn't I hear that? " 
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"I came back yesterday." Cloud Mu Xin answers. "In fact, I also want to give you a surprise, so I didn't say 

so." 

Xia Mingde nodded. "So it is. But it was a big surprise Xia Mingde said this sentence by looking at Tang 

Yuze. 

"Uncle Xia, we have something to go first." Yun Muxin felt that it would be embarrassing to continue to 

stay, and she was worried that she would hear about Xia yueqian, so she subconsciously wanted to 

escape. And she didn't want to make it difficult for Tang Yuze. 

He knew they were going, "where are you going? I'll see you off. " 

"No more." Cloud Mu Xin answers. 

Xia de put out his hand and laughed at me. You young people must want to be in a world of two. How 

can I say such a thing. It's really stupid. " 

"No, No Yun Muxin said quickly. "It's just that uncle told us something to do." In a hurry, Yun Muxin can 

only move Huo Dongyang out, which is her always emergency means. Because when it comes to Huo 

Dongyang, everyone will give him face. This method, Yun Muxin used many times, and each time it was 

safe. 

Facts proved that it was OK again. After hearing this, Xia Mingde immediately said: "since Huo always 

has a task to explain, then hurry to do it. I won't disturb you. If you are free some other day, we'll have 

dinner together 

"Well!" Yun Muxin nodded, and then took Tang Yuze's hand on a bus. 

After seeing Yun Muxin and their getting on the bus, Xia Mingde has no smile on his face. He follows the 

bus and tells the driver to follow up to see if they really have something to do. Thinking of her son, Xia 

Mingde is really angry. Her son lost so much for Yun Mu Xin, but she brought a man back from abroad. 

The car has been followed to the cloud house, Xia Mingde looked at Yun Muxin, they entered the cloud 

house, it is really some accident. They are actually here. It seems that the house has been transferred to 

Huo Dongyang's name. At ordinary times, no one can go in, so Yun Muxin didn't lie. Huo Dongyang really 

asked them to come. As for the reason, he didn't know. 

"Sir, are we still waiting?" Asked the driver. 

"Go home!" Replied Xia Mingde. The cloud house is full of cameras. If it is photographed, Huo Dongyang 

will surely know that he is tracking Yun Muxin, which will be embarrassing to meet later. 

In fact, Xia Mingde's worry is not unreasonable. The cloud house is full of cameras, even dead corners. 

So xiamingde's car has been photographed. Huo Dongyang soon received the news, after hearing the 

report, Huo Dongyang felt his chin and thought. How could Xia Mingde go to the Yuns' mansion? Did 

they follow Yun Muxin in the past? If so, Xia Mingde must have known about Tang Yuze. 

"Dongyang, what are you thinking?" Joey came in with the baby in his arms. 

"It's OK." Huo Dongyang replied. "What's the matter?" 



"Look at my brother. I'll take a bath for my sister." Qiao Wei holds Huo yunxun in front of Huo 

Dongyang. 

Huo Dongyang held his son and asked, "what's wrong with my daughter?" 

"The two of them were painting just now, but my sister painted all the color pens on her body." When it 

comes to daughter, Qiao Wei feels headache! This daughter is going to be hard in the future. That's all 

the problems. 

Huo Dongyang said with a smile, "only in this way can we have personality!" 

Qiao Wei ignored Huo Dongyang's smile and turned around and went out. She is different from Huo 

Dongyang. She will not be so tolerant to her daughter. 

Huo Dongyang of course also knows that Qiao Wei has opinions on his own practice. He looks at his son. 

"Son, you'll know Dad, right?"Huo yunxun did not want to pay attention to his father, he twisted his 

head to one side. With a proud face like, it seems that Huo Dongyang this problem is very idiotic, so do 

not want to pay attention to him! 

Huo Dongyang saw the disdain from his son and rubbed his son's head with a smile. "Well, when you 

meet someone you like, you'll understand Dad! But how many years will it have to wait? " 

Huo Dongyang didn't know that he had not waited for a long time. After a few years, he deeply realized 

that his children came to collect debts! Of course, these are also afterwords. 

At night. 

Yun Muxin takes Tang Yuze home and smells a fragrant smell as soon as he enters the door. Their 

stomachs screamed at the same time, "how fragrant 

"Back." Mary asked as she watched the two men come back. 

Yun Muxin saw Mary and Huo Jiang both sitting in the living room. She felt strange, "isn't grandma 

cooking in the kitchen?" 

"Your uncle and aunt." Mary replied. "I've been retired for months." 

Cloud Mu Xin seems to be unable to believe it, and then ran to the kitchen to have a look, the results 

really see Huo Dongyang and Qiao Wei wearing aprons in the kitchen busy, and two people with tacit 

understanding, division of labor orderly. 

When Qiao Wei turns around, just saw cloud Mu Xin standing at the kitchen door. "Back?" 

"Auntie, you and uncle are cooking. I thought it was grandma who made it Yun Muxin said in surprise. 

"Grandma's waist is not good now, so I don't want her to work so hard." Replied Jovi. "It's ready to eat. 

Wash your hands and get ready to eat." 

It's rare to see such a picture. Of course, Yun Muxin has to take a picture and send it to Jason later. Let 

them see what Huo Dongyang looks like. It must be another hot spot. 



After taking several pictures in succession, Yun Muxin immediately sent them to Jason. Sure enough, 

within a short time, the group was all blown up! Everyone said that they were surprised by Huo 

Dongyang's appearance and clamored to eat Huo Dongyang's cooking! 

Chapter 329 

After dinner, Huo Dongyang only knew Yun Muxin's prank. 

"Is it fun?" Huo Dongyang looks at cloud Mu Xin to ask. When Yun Mu Xin faces Huo Dongyang, he 

doesn't dare to say anything. She sat there with her head down, motionless, waiting for Huo Dongyang 

to continue to speak. 

Seeing this situation, Tang Yuze wants to speak for Yun Muxin. "Uncle, it's not a big deal. Please forgive 

Mu Xin once." 

Huo Dongyang looks at Tang Yuze. In fact, he is right. He is really angry. "Not next time." 

"Well! I see. " Cloud Mu Xin answers. 

Huo Dongyang saw Qiao Wei raise his head and simply asked, "do you see Xia Mingde today?" 

Yun Muxin and Tang Yuze are surprised to see Huo Dongyang. How can he know? "Uncle, do you know?" 

"Really?" Huo Dongyang then asked. 

Cloud Mu Xin nods, and then tells Huo Dongyang the whole story. "That's what happened." 

It seems that Xia Mingde is following them. Obviously, he doesn't believe what Yun Muxin said, so he 

will follow them. If so, it's better. If he is for Xia yueqian, then cloud Mu Xin and Tang Yuze are not very 

good. 

Cloud Mu Xin can see some duanni from Huo Dongyang's cautious expression. Is it related to Xia 

yueqian? This year, she deliberately did not ask for any information about him. A year ago, at the 

airport, she had drawn a line with Xia yueqian for the last time. 

Although he knew that they might meet after returning this time, Yun Muxin knew that his heart had 

been repelled. Is it because you can't put it down, or do you still care about breaking the appointment a 

year ago? 

After a while, Yun Muxin finally made up his mind and asked, "uncle, how is Xia yueqian now?" 

Heard cloud Mu Xin so asked, Huo Dongyang but laughed, and then he looked at Tang Yuze, "are you 

sure you want to know?" 

Tang Yuze was surprised. Huo Dongyang's eyes were clear just now. It turns out that the person 

yunmuxin liked before was called Xia yueqian. Suddenly a lot of things are connected. The man I saw 

today was Xia yueqian's father. Yesterday I saw that second brother was Xia yueqian's younger brother. 

Before that, Yun Yiyan had been growing up with Yun Muxin as the adopted son of the cloud family. 

That's the complete persona diagram. 

After hearing Huo Dongyang's words, Yun Muxin also looks back at Tang Yuze. In this way, she hesitated 

again. If she does, she will hurt Tang Yuze. It's not what you want to see. 
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"No more." Yun Mu Xin took another step back. 

When Tang Yuze saw such a cloud, he felt uncomfortable. It can be seen that Yun Muxin didn't want to 

hurt himself, so he did. But this is not what he wants to see. "Mu Xin, ask!" 

"Well?" Yun Muxin didn't expect Tang Yuze to say so. 

"You should remember that I said that we should face all difficulties together." Tang Yuze opened his 

mouth. "Some people and things in city a can't be erased, so why do we have to take them away?" 

“Kevin!” Hearing Tang Yuze's words, Yun Muxin is really moved. He has always been so understanding 

and supporting himself, or no one will be as good to himself as he is. 

"Mu Xin, I will face it with you!" Tang Yuze holds Yun Muxin's hand. 

Tang Yuze's performance also makes Huo Dongyang feel satisfied. It can be seen that he is really for the 

sake of Yun Mu Xin. 

Yun Muxin felt that Tang Yuze's words gave her great encouragement. She looked at Huo Dongyang 

again and said, "uncle, please tell me!" 

Huo Dongyang saw Yun Muxin ready and said: "one year ago that day, Xia yueqian went to the airport. 

He didn't break the appointment, but he had an accident and didn't catch up with you. " 

"Accident?" Yun Muxin immediately remembered seeing that trace at the airport yesterday. At that 

time, Huo Dongyang also said that there had been an accident, so where did Xia yueqian have an 

accident! 

"There yesterday..." 

See Huo Dongyang nodded, cloud mu heart immediately covered his mouth with his hand, tears 

continue to come out. After calming down for a long time, Yun Muxin asked, "then he..." 

Huo Dongyang recalled that he saw the situation at that time, and still feel unforgettable, especially the 

sound of the explosion, "Xia yueqian's car exploded, and he..." Huo Dongyang's words did not finish, was 

interrupted by cloud Mu Xin, "uncle, you don't say any more!" 

Yunmuxin did not dare to continue to listen. Her heart seemed to be tightly held by a pair of invisible 

hands, and she even felt that she had difficulty breathing. She didn't want to listen any more, and she 

didn't dare to know the result. She pushed Tang Yuze aside, stood up and staggered to go back to the 

room. 

But without taking a few steps, Yun Muxin suddenly felt that he was in the dark and fell forward. Before 

she lost her consciousness, she felt that she had fallen into a warm embrace and heard his anxious and 

worried voice. 

Yun Muxin quickly closed his eyes and then he didn't know anything. 

When she wakes up again, yunmuxin finds herself in the ward of the hospital. There was no one in the 

room. It was so quiet that you could hear a pin drop on the ground.Cloud Mu Xin opened his mouth to 

call a few times, still no one responded. As she struggled to sit up, the door of the ward was pushed 



open. Yun Muxin looks at Xia yueqian who comes in wearing a doctor's robe. Her face was even whiter 

than expected to meet in such a situation. 

"You..." 

Xia yueqian looks at Yun Muxin coldly and makes a routine inspection. "Is there any other discomfort?" 

The harsh and no temperature sound makes Yun Muxin feel very unaccustomed. "I..." 

"Why don't you remember me after a year's absence?" Xia yueqian's tone is very cold. "Or do you forget 

all the past when you have other men?" 

"No!" Yunmuxin wanted to refute, but found that he could not say a word of explanation. 

Xia yueqian showed a cruel smile, "isn't it? So what happened to the man named Tang Yuze? " With 

that, Xia yueqian stretched out his hand and pinched Yun Mu Xin's neck, "Yun Mu Xin is really cruel! Do 

you know how I got through this year? I live a life of no man, no ghost. You are so happy with other men 

Yun Muxin felt that she had difficulty breathing, and she always felt that Xia yueqian would not do this 

to herself. Yun Muxin is very sad, tears also fall out of the corner of her eye, she stuttered out a 

sentence, "you are not Xia yueqian Xia yueqian will not do this to me! " 

"Ha ha..." In return, it was Xia yueqian's sneer. "Yun Muxin, I'm not Xia yueqian. Who is he? You can tell 

me. " 

"He..." Yun Mu thought to say, but was choked by Xia yueqian. 

Xia yueqian's eyes are also with terror. "Let me tell you, Xia yueqian is dead!" 

Chapter 330 

Breathing less and less, Yun Muxin felt that it was almost impossible, she felt that the whole person was 

light. 

She looked at the person who wanted to take her life again. Was he really Xia yueqian? She still can't 

believe that Xia yueqian would hurt herself like this. "Xia yueqian, are you sure you want me to die?" 

Xia yueqian nodded with a smile, "yes! Only your death can make up for the pain I have suffered in the 

past year. " 

Yun Muxin heard Xia yueqian's words, and his heart became uncomfortable. Her sad face, throat has no 

voice, so she can only murmur in her heart: "well, if my life can be replaced by everything you have, 

then I don't mind. After all, that's what I owe you! " 

Cloud Mu Xin confessed to close his eyes and heard Xia yueqian's cruel words in his ear. "Yun Muxin, I 

won't let you die alone. After you die, I will find the man named Tang Yuze, and I will let him come to 

bury with you. So I'm still very good to you! " 

Hearing Xia yueqian's words, Yun Muxin began to struggle, she did not allow others to hurt Tang Yuze. In 

the past year, without Tang Yuze's company, she would not have been able to make it to this day. In this 

period of time with Tang Yuze, she felt very happy every day, he always accompanied him to do 

whatever he liked. 
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Every time I do a lot of small surprise things, such as Tang Yuze warm and thoughtful people, she will not 

meet the second. And this matter also has nothing to do with Tang Yuze. Yun Muxin doesn't want to 

involve him because of his affair with Xia yueqian. 

Cloud Mu Xin also did not know where a force came from, she opened her eyes, so that all the strength 

to grasp Xia yueqian's hand, at this time she was incomparably powerful. "I don't want you to hurt other 

people!" 

Miraculously, Yun Muxin really broke away from Xia yueqian's bondage. She gasped heavily, and her 

eyes fixed on Xia yueqian in front of her. "Xia yueqian, I won't let you do this!" 

Xia yueqian laughed, "very good! Yun Muxin, I'm going to see who's good at it! " 

Cloud Mu Xin looks at Xia yueqian to finish saying, his whole person's all become empty. His eyes seem 

to change back to the original so gentle and familiar, but you will find that Xia yueqian's eyes are really 

sad. "Mu Xin, you must be happy. I'm leaving..." 

"Xia yueqian, don't leave!" Yunmu cried out in a panic, then closed his eyes and cried bitterly. "Don't go 

away!" 

Yun Muxin cried for a long time, and finally she screamed as hard as she could. "Xia yueqian!" 

"Adoration!" Yun Muxin heard someone calling himself, and the voice was familiar to him. It was 

Yun Muxin opened her eyes and saw that there were several people in front of her, and they were all 

their relatives. 

"I..." 

Tang Yuze saw Yun Muxin wake up and hugged her with excitement. "You wake up at last. I was scared 

to death just now." 

Yun Muxin is held by Tang Yuze, and his memory seems to be fragmented. "What's wrong with me?" 

"You were in a coma just now, and you scared us all." Said Mary, worried. 

Hearing Mary's words, Yun Mu Xin seems to think of what happened before. Is Xia yueqian just a 

dream? But if it's a dream, it's too real. Yun Muxin said to Tang Yuze, "Kevin, let me go first. I can't 

breathe." 

Tang Yuze immediately let go of Yun Mu Xin, and he touched Yun Mu Xin's face. “sorry! This time I was 

really scared by you. My heart rate hasn't come down With that, Tang Yuze reached out and put Yun 

Muxin's hand on his heart. 

"I'm fine. Sorry to worry you. " Cloud Mu Xin answers. 

Huo Dongyang saw that Yun Muxin was OK and let others go out. "Let Qiao Wei sit with Mu Xin for a 

while, let's all go out!" Xia yueqian, who was called by Yun Muxin just now, was clearly heard by all the 

people present, and Tang Yuze, who is nearest to Yun Muxin, must have heard it more clearly. 

Tang Yuze wanted to stay with Yun Muxin, but he also felt that this was not a suitable time. He let Yun 

Muxin's hand go out and prepare food for you. Now let your aunt accompany you first 



Cloud mu heart nodded, and then looked at Tang Yuze some lonely back, her heart acid, seems to feel 

that he did not do well, let him in trouble. 

Huo Dongyang looked at Qiao Wei and seemed to indicate something to her, and then he turned to go 

out. 

The room soon left yunmuxin and Qiaowei two people, two people are also silent. Qiao Wei is more 

waiting for Yun Mu Xin to open his mouth first. She just called a few times. In fact, it is not difficult to 

guess what she dreamt of. There must be Xia yueqian in her dream. 

Yunmuxin wants to sit up, but his physical strength seems to have not recovered, which seems to be a 

bit of a struggle. Qiao Wei saw this and helped Yun Muxin up. "Slow down!" 

Qiao Wei just wanted to take back his hand, and was caught by Yun Mu Xin. "Aunt, I have something to 

ask you!" 

"What happened to Xia yueqian?" Asked Qiao Wei. 

Cloud Mu Xin nods, and then also told Qiao Wei what he dreamed just now. After that, Yun Muxin asked 

cautiously, "Auntie, my uncle said that the accident happened when Xia yueqian's car exploded, so is 

he..." The dead word, Yun Muxin has not been able to say, because the dream just now is too real, so 

she had to make such a guess.Qiao Wei stretched out his hand to press the excited cloud Mu Xin, "Mu 

Xin, don't be excited!" 

"Auntie, tell me the truth, what's the matter with him?" Yun Muxin can't wait to know the truth. 

Qiao Wei nodded, "at that time, the car did explode..." However, before the explosion, Xia yueqian had 

already used his escape skills to climb out of the overturned car, but at that time he had been injured, so 

his action was not rapid. He was still hiding behind a stone mound, but the impact of the explosion was 

very strong, and the stone mound was also affected. In an instant, it was blown to pieces. Xia yueqian 

was buried in a pile of stones, and several large stones pressed on his hands. 

This is also a blessing in misfortune. Xia yueqian did not lose his life in the explosion, but he was 

seriously injured. When he was sent to the hospital, Xia yueqian was really dying. At that time, the 

operation also lasted more than ten hours, which finally stabilized Xia yueqian's situation for the time 

being. 

After 72 hours of danger, Xia yueqian's life was saved. But his hands and feet were pressed to the nerve 

by the stone, which made his hands and feet unable to use force at all. So for the next half a year, Xia 

yueqian was trying to recover, but his hands, who had been operated on, couldn't take the scalpel any 

more because of this. Now he can only do guidance work and can't enter the operating room. 

Listen to these, cloud mu heart already tearful, she did not expect the result will be like this. If a doctor 

can not enter the operating room, it is a mysterious taste, and Xia yueqian's ideal is a good doctor. 

"Why don't you tell me? Why 

"This is what Xia yueqian means." 

 


